WALTHAMSTOW TOOL LIBRARY
VOLUNTEER ROLES
TOOL LIBRARIAN
Tool Librarians interact with our members. They prepare tool reservations, hand them out to
members, making sure returned items are cleaned and in good condition, update loan
transactions on our database, and generally provide information about using our tool library.
As we regularly receive tool donations, there are also lots of admin tasks such as cataloging,
organising and maintaining our inventory.
No need to have experience with tools, but you need to be passionate about our social &
environmental mission and ready to represent them to the community. It does help to be a
people’s person – but it can also be the ideal position to train those soft skills!
Shifts are three to four hours. Minimum of one shift per month.
Tuesday 3.45pm-7pm, Saturday: 9:45am-1pm

TOOL MAINTENEER
Tool Mainteneers help making sure that our tools are in best shape: fixing hammer heads,
de-rusting secateurs, sharpening hedge shears, sanding & oiling spade handles. If that
sounds appealing to you, that might be the position for you.
Ideally you would have experience in maintaining and repairing tools, but definitely a keen
interest in it and a high standard for health and safety.
Shifts are three to four hours. Minimum of one shift per month.
Currently we do the maintenance during our opening hours, but in the future, we will hold
extra tool maintenance sessions. Opening hours: Tuesday: 4-7pm, Saturday: 10am-1pm

TOOL OUTREACHER
Help spread the word about the sharing economy revolution!
Tasks vary, and can be adjusted to your likings. They range from speaking with members of
the public about WTL, creating content for our newsletter and social media presence, to
writing articles and designing flyers. You can also get involved in organising and running
events & workshops, like our seed & plant swaps, building planters etc.
Hours are very flexible and can partially be done remotely.

If you can help or would like to suggest other ways to contribute, please get in touch:
tools@frpuk.org.

